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La Rouge and Le Bleu ProBand is a new 

generation �neline tape, speci�cally 

designed for use with all waterborne 

paint systems, including airbrush paints.

The tape is extremely thin with low edge 

(no paint buildup) and “easy release” 

from painted surface (no adhesive 

transfer, residue or paint delamination).

La Rouge and Le Bleu also performs very 

well with low VOC, solvent based paints.
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Tech Tips

1. Pull enough tape o� the roll to work 

with, do not move your guide �nger 

while unrolling.

(This will keep the tape's width consistent 

without over-stretching.)

2. In tight turns, �nesse it through the 

curves, let it �ow by itself.

(It will easily wrap around the edges and 

contours.)

3. Be careful not to “nick the edges” while 

laying out design. When cutting though, 

apply light force.

(It is softer than other �neline tapes.)

4. Always seal the edges.

     (This will prevent paint seepage, bleed 

through.)

5. Apply the tape at ambient (68°-78°F / 

21°-24°C) temperature.

(Extreme cold will shrink it, extreme heat 

will expand it.)

Bene
fits

1. Exceptional and consistent �nish. Ideal 

for two toning, color separation, back 

masking.

(Clean lines, no edges, no paint buildup.)

2. Improved shop’s productivity and pro�t. 

(Eliminate redo’s, save on labor & materials.)
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